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ABSTRACT. The phenomenon of equiconvergence was first observed by Walsh for two sequences

of polynomial interpolants to a class of functions. Here we obtain aaloges of Yuanren’s results for

Walsh equlconvergence using rational functions as in Saff and Sharma. We extend this to Hermite

interpolation and an earlier result of [I] is improved and corrected.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

Walsh equiconvergence theorem is concerned with the class Ap of functions f(z) which are

analytic in the disk Dp {zJ JzJ < p} but not analytic in D’-, where p > 1. If f(z) . A,, the

theorem of Walsh asserts that the difference between the Lagrange interpolaut on the n roots of

unity and the Taylor polynomial of degree n- 1 about the origin tends to zero as n oo in the

disk D. Here we shall be interested in the recent extension by Saff and Sharma [2] of Walsh’s

theorem to rational functions with a given denominator z" r" where r is a real number > 1.

Later the present authors extended these results by replacing Lagrange interpolation with Hermite

interpolation. The object of this note is two-fold: We first replace interpolation in the zeros of

zm+"+l 1 by interpolation in the zeros of zm+"+l -a’+"+l where lal < p and m is an

integer

_
-1. We also obtain the analogue of Lou Yuanren’s recent extension [3] of the Walsh

equiconvergence theorem using rational functions in the spirit of Sail and Sharma [2]. Lou [3]
was the first to observe that the sum of the t "help polynomials" discussed in [4] have a natural
interpretation as the Lagrange interpolant in the nth roots of unity of Taylor polynomial of degree
n- 1. Secondly we apply the same point of view to Hermite interpolation and thereby improve

and correct our earlier results in [1].
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2. LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION.

For a fixed integer m _> -1, a positive number > 1 and a number a with la[ < p, let

R,+,.,(z) denote the rational function of the form

B.+.() B.+.() e n.+.() (.)R.+.,.() "= z- -which interpolates f(z) in the zerosof z"+"+]-m+"+. Let r,+m.,(z) denote another rational

function given by

P"+() p.+() e n+.() (2.)r.+,.(z) := z- -which interpolates ](z) in the zeros of z"+(f -"). Walsh had shown [5] that if , > 1 and

f(z) G A,, then

rain f. (z)- P(z) I’
is attained when P(z)interpolates f(z)(z"-) in the zeros of zm+l(z"- -"). Thus the

rational function in (2.2) is characterized by the property (2.3).
It is easy to see that

m (=+"+ -"’+"+)(" =") ](t) d/()- .+,.() (- -’.-)(/-+ =+.+) "_

where F is the circle Itl p- e for some small e > 0. It follows as in [1] that

m R.+,.()= f() for Izl < mi.(o,) =: .
If K C D, is compact, then

lim sup II,,f(z) P..,,+-,.(,)II _< t -,-’11-1, I1,11) (2.5)

where I1" I1 sup Izl. Ftu’ther, if p > or, then for all Izl > , w, haye

0,
lira R.+..,.(z)=

for m -1

for m O, 1, 2,...

where f(z) E a,z. From (2.5) and (2.6), we see that Theorem 2.1 in [2] holds also for
/0

/,().
Since f(z) r.+m,,,(z) has a representation similar to (2.4), it is easy to see that

where

(2.7)

Prom this one can easily prove
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THEOREM 1. Let p > 1 and let m >_ -1 De a fixed integer. If f(z) E Ap and if

and o > 1, then

_=[n+.,() .+n,nCz)] 0 (2.9)

for

p2 p2
[z[ < when a >

m(ll,-) m(l’l,-)

and for Izl # if a < p2/mx(Icl, =-).
For a 1, this theorem gives a result of Salf and Sharma [2]. A slightly more general theorem

can be proved if we set B(z) zt(m+l)(zt- -fltn), where is a real number < p,

and where Lt(+)(z,B,A) denotes the Lag;range interpolant of degree e(m + n + ) to

f(z) := (zn-on)f(z) at the zeros of B(z). Let Lm+n(z,a,f) denote the Lagrange interpolant

to f at the zeros of zm+"+l am+"+l. We shall now prove

THEOREM 2. Let f(z) E Ap (p > 1) and let m _> -1 be a fixed integer. If

Aa,B(z,f) := Lm+n(z, cz, A Lm+n(z, cz, Lt(m+n)(z,B,A))

then

lhn A’’B(z’f)=0,, (2.11)
n-oo Z ty

for I=1 < o,, if a > al := pt+’/m,,(l(,I,l/l)e and for I=1 o if a < al. For Z and

1 a-l, we get Theorem 1.

PROOF. We know that

Lt(m+.)(z,B,f) f(t)K(z,t)dt

where

K(,() := B(t)- B(,)
( )

_-I--B(,) [tt(m+"+li-:t(m+’+l)--z

It is easy to see that

stn(tt(m+l) zt(m+l))l
--z, J

L.+.(z,a,K(.,$))

1 tt(m+n+l) --at(re+n+1) tin+n+1 zm+n+l tn (tt(m+l) mr(m+1))
m+n+l otm+n+l : Z Z

This gives us an integral representation for Aa,B(z, f) so that

Aa,(z, f) 1 J/r Kl(z,t)
z o" 2x’-- f(t) z" a

dt (2.12)
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where

lm+n+ zm+n+l
( z)(t’+"+ a,-+-+)

ot(m+n+l)

B()

[ta(|t(m/l) zt(m/l)) (2.13)+ (-

From (2.12) and (2.13), we can easily obtain (2.11).
3. HERMITE INTERPOLATION.

Let f E A#, (p > 1) and let u > 1. For fixed integers m, r, s (m >_ -1, 1 _< r _< s), set

N=n+m+l. Let

.N-I(Z, f):---- .N-l,ar(Z, f):---- N-1Cz, f)/(Z" --0’") (3.1)

where CoN-(z,.f) is a polynomial of degree _< aN- 1 which interpolates fCz)(z"-o") in the

o of (" "), wh Io[ < .. Fo y # , [[ <., t

SN-ICZ, f) :---- SN-l,ar(Z,f) :---- Q,N-I(Z,f)/(z" o’n)

where Q,N-(z,.f). H,N- interpolates f(z)(z" a")" in the zeros of z’N-rnCzn- fin),’. If

we set

N,r,.LZ, f):---- R.N-I(Z,f)- (3.2)

then we shall prove

THOP 3. f f A ( > ), d # (, ll < p), th
(,),lim. N,,.tz, f) 0 in the fog situation:

(a) For Izl < p := p/{--ql=l,l,t)}/, wh ()" > -(fl,ll)p

(b) For Izl < := (.(ot,to)}/(.-o, Izl , wh X < ()" < p/m(ll,ll).
p,-,+t l/(#--r)(c) For I=1 < {-(l-l,lpl) } I=1 , when 1 < # < p.

The nverg is fodgmetdc evmtsut of D.

MA. en q 1 d 0, Thmm 3(a)vThr 2.1 in [1], when r.

For s > r, c (b) d (c) inTh 3t the statist dTh 2.1 in [1].
We sh prove a tly morngtwHdThr 3 wh t 1.

the u4 wesnthe foH idtity ([4l):

where 7i,r(z’) i, a polynomial in z of degree _< n(r 1), given by

i---- 1,2, (3.4)

In particular, "1,r(z") z"n- (z"- 1)".
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THEOREM 4. If f(z) 6 Ap (p > 1) and if a # f (ll,ll < ) are any complex

numbers, then for any integer

_
1, there exist polynomials P,N-Ij(z, f) of degree sN 1 in

z (j 1 ,e- 1) depending only on f(z)(z" -a") and its power series such that

t-I

[N,r,o(z’ f) E PN-I,j(z, fll(z a")r]

for z 6 D where A(’’)_.N,,o(Z, f) is given by (3.2) and the region D is given below:

(a) If ()" _> (max(ll,ll)) t, then D (1 I1 < p/m(t’;t)t/,

(b) If p _< (1 < (m..((’ol,ll)) t, then

/,_,/ I1, I#l)t/,-,, I1 # }.D {;I I1 < , (;) max
p

(c) If 1 <a<p, then

D {z I1 < ’/m= (1’1, I#1),/o-,, I1 # }-
P

The convergence is uniform and geometric in every compact subset of D.

PROOF. It is easy to see that

N’’(z’ "f) (z" a")r" K(t, z) dt

where

K(t,z) := -[/ . tN aN (3.7)

Rewriting K(t, z) K1 (t, z) K2(t, z), where

K(t, z) tN otN

K2(t,z) t" "From (3.3), it follows immediately that

(3.s)

(3.9)

In [6] it was shown by K. G. Ivanov and Sharma that

I’r,,-(")l _< co"- max(l,

where C0 is a constant depending only on r.

From (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9), it follows easily that
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(3.11)

where PmN-],j(z, ) are polynomials in z of degree sN 1 for each j and are given by

(3.12)

where

tN t-z
(3.13)

and

Fom (3.4) and (3.13) it is easy to see that M(t,z) is a polynomial in z of degree aN 1.

For any positive integer t

_
1, we see from (3.11) that

In order to estimate the expression on the right above, we see on using (3.10) that for Izl > and

Itl < t), we have

tN t--z
< i(1(+._]) m(X, IzlV(’-’)l,l-N(-)). izlNltIo+N

.(I.I(’-)N, Izl(.-])N) INI,1m itliv+,N I

and

< I/1" I=1"" I=1"(’+)
itl(+.)-

Hence with Itl-- R < p and Izl > p, we hve

,/ffit
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<C
R(’+t)-R(,+t)(m+:)

x

From the above we see that

I1"" max(lalt", I/1t’)
R(

when

(3.14)

Izl < m if o > 01 := max(’ I/It) (3.5)

If /7 < u < pl, then (3.14) holds if

RO+t } I/(,-)

If u < p, then (3.14) holds if

and Izl

R+t-r }:/(-,’)I1 < ?s :=
m(lalt, iBit

d I1 # =. (3.7)

It is ey to s that (3.15), (3.16) d (3.17) ve the re.on D in the ces (a), (b), (c) of
Theorem 4.

Ts completes the proof of the Theory.

It may be not that p >p d ps>p, but p>p oyif,.
(II, II) >

d p2 > a if ()" < / en r, both (3.16) d (3.17) give the result that

convergence hol for z # a. When t 1, we get the rt ofThr 3.

MA. The "help fctions" P,_xj(z,f) in Threm 4 sm to be &fferent m
those obtned [1] in Thrum 2.2. en # r, Thrum 4pd the correction to Th

rein 2.2 in our lier paper [1].
It wod be interesting to terpret the polynomi P,_j(z,y) (j 1,...,- 1)

having me inteo]ry propey h bn done in [6] d [7]. we t

fo.(Z) :’- f(Z)(Zn- yn)r

and if Tn-if denotes the Taylor polynomial of f of degree _< n- 1, we shall show that

t-1

E PsN-l,J(Z’f) HN-(z,c,(T(+t-,)N-

zN-r"Hr.-I(Z,,z t.-n-1/) (3.18)
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where H.N-l(z,a,g) denotes the Hermite interpolant of degree 8N- 1 to g on the zeros of

(zN ,N).. Recalling that if gt(z) := zj+(’+t-)N, where 0

_
j

_
n 1, then

H.N-(z,a, gt)

we can verify that

Similarly,

1
tN tjN

ffil

Zrn(tt"-" Z-) t Z 1 -j
om the above we c get (3.18) ily. Fo (3.18) is not extly d the se kind the

correspon&ng rts in [7] d [3]. Howev it pd interetation for the "help function"

in tes d iteration of inteolation orators. It wod be interting to s if the regis of

eq&convergen c be eded by appHtion d sbility metho& h bn done in [8]
by R. Bm for the c dLage immolation.
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